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SUMMARY 

• Since Russia’s invasion of Ukraine, gas flows from Russia to Europe have 
dwindled. Fearing a weaponisation of energy, Europe is preparing for a full 
interruption of Russian gas supplies. 

• This is consistent with our base-case scenario for the conflict, which assumes a 
high (70%) probability that it persists through the winter, increasing the odds 
that Russia leverages its control over energy supplies to the maximum extent. 

• Natural gas stores, consumption-reduction measures and temperatures will be 
key in determining Europe’s fate this winter. 

• In our base-case scenario of a full cut-off of Russian gas flows and normal 
temperatures, the EU would barely get through winter months without having 
to resort to rationing, albeit with regional differences. 

• Should it be a colder-than-average winter, some rationing would be likely, with 
major consequences for energy-intensive industries and economic growth. 

• European authorities’ ability to rebuild inventories rapidly in the spring is likely 
to be seriously hampered. New liquefied natural gas (LNG) import capacities will 
help but are likely to arrive too late. In our base-case scenario, EU gas stores will 
only reach 40% of capacity by next September. 

• Increases in European LNG imports have occurred to the detriment of other 
parts of the world, particularly South-East Asia. Since major increases in supply 
growth are only expected in 2025-26, the cost of energy will likely remain high in 
the meantime. A Chinese economic recovery would only add fuel to the fire. 
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THE SHADOW OF WAR LOOMS OVER EUROPE’S ENERGY SUPPLY   

The conflict in Ukraine has shone a bright light on Europe’s clear dependence on 
Russian energy exports. The promotion of economic interdependence between Eu-
rope and Russia– a key feature of Germany’s Ostpolitik initiated by Willy Brandt in 
the late 1960s – was notably aimed at preserving peace. However, European deci-
sion-makers are now learning the hard way that the flipside of such interdepend-
ence is vulnerability to a change in Russian policy.  

Since Russia’s invasion of Ukraine in February, gas flows from Russia to Europe 
have progressively dwindled from 400 million cubic meters per day (mcm/d) to less 
than 100 mcm/d. Despite Russia’s attempts to blame supply disruptions on tech-
nical (maintenance) or political (sanctions) reasons, Europeans quickly came to the 
conclusion that Russia was willing to weaponise energy in its ongoing stand-off 
with the West, and hence started preparing for a potential full interruption of Rus-
sian gas supplies. 

Natural gas flows (via pipelines) from Russia to Europe 

 
Source: PWM CIO & MR, Bloomberg Finance LP as at 28 September 2022 

We believe there is a high (70%) probability that the protracted conflict between 
Russia and Ukraine will continue through the winter. Ukraine has strong military 
momentum at present, and therefore little incentive or willingness to negotiate, 
especially after annexation referendums were held in Russian-held regions of 
Ukraine. For its part, Russia is likely to wait for the winter to regroup and re-arm 
its forces, hoping that its recent partial mobilisation will help turn the tide on the 
battleground. Tensions on the energy front are likely to persist as President Putin 
exploits Europe’s dependence on Russian gas and oil flows to the fullest. 

THE WINTER LOOKS CHALLENGING, BUT STORAGE PROVIDES A GLIMMER OF HOPE   

Reduced gas inflows from Russia mean that Europe will rely more than ever on ex-
isting storage capacity and consumption-reduction measures to get through the 
winter.  
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While overall EU gas consumption is lower than domestic production and imports 
in the summer, enabling the region to replenish its inventories, this situation re-
verses during winter as residential heating needs – which account for 64% of house-
hold energy consumption – kick in. Whereas EU natural gas consumption averages 
around 25 billion cubic meters per month (bcm/m) from April to September, it in-
creases sharply to around 43bcm/m from October to March. On the positive side, 
EU countries have been very successful in increasing their reserves ahead of winter, 
with inventory levels currently hovering around 88% of maximum capacity. 

The key variable to watch, albeit a hard one to predict, is temperature. Should Eu-
rope experience a colder-than-average winter, gas consumption would rise accord-
ingly, depleting gas stores quickly. This, in turn, may lead to rationing, with major 
consequences for energy-intensive industries (especially manufacturing) and eco-
nomic growth. Inflationary pressures would also probably increase further at a 
time when the ECB is already struggling to anchor expectations. 

We envisage three main scenarios in the coming months. 

1. Reduced Russian gas inflows (status quo) and mild winter (15%) 

In this scenario, we assume Russian gas inflows remain at their current level 
(around 19% of 2021 inflows) and winter temperatures are close to their seasonal 
averages. We also assume a 10% reduction in overall EU gas consumption (slightly 
below the European Commission’s 15% objective). Such a scenario would enable 
the EU to avoid rationing, with storage levels down to 30% of maximum capacity by 
the end of March. However, we expect Russia to further weaponise energy supplies 
throughout the winter, so we assign a rather low probability to this scenario. 

2. Complete shut-off of Russian gas inflows and mild winter (60%) 

In our second scenario we make the same assumptions as in our first scenario ex-
cept for Russian pipeline gas inflows, which we assume will end entirely. In this 
scenario, the EU would run a significantly higher energy deficit and its gas invento-
ries would drop quickly, reaching a bottom of 17% in March – a level that sits on 
the brink of requiring rationing. Furthermore, as the EU is not a homogeneous and 
fully interconnected region from a gas standpoint, some countries may have to ra-
tion even if the overall situation looks manageable. Rationing would bear signifi-
cant consequences for heavy industry and economic growth.  

3. Complete shut-off of Russian gas inflow and cold winter (25%) 

Our third scenario – admittedly the most severe – assumes a full interruption of 
Russian pipeline gas flows to the EU during a cold winter that leads to gas con-
sumption rising to close to the highest levels observed in the past 5 years. Such a 
scenario would lead to gas inventories being fully depleted by March. Parts of the 
industries categorized as “non-protected customers” by authorities would have to 
drastically cut production or even shut down entirely. This may lead to a snowball 
effect, disrupting strained supply chains, pushing inflation even higher, and ulti-
mately depressing aggregate demand. EU businesses’ competitiveness could be 
eroded on the international stage, with some of the most energy-intensive firms 
potentially considering relocating outside Europe. 

Of note, our simulations are meant to be looked at ceteris paribus – that is, before 
any additional policy measures are implemented, such as price caps, mandatory 
cuts in demand, or even partial rationing. As a matter of fact, European ministers 
agreed today on a number of measures including additional levies on power 
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providers via a revenue cap of €180/MWh for those companies using cheaper en-
ergy sources than gas, a voluntary reduction target of 10% for electricity consump-
tion, and a solidarity levy for fossil fuel companies. 

Depending on actual development in gas supply and demand, one could imagine 
additional measures being announced over coming months. 

2023 MAY ACTUALLY PROVE EVEN MORE DIFFICULT   

While getting through the upcoming winter without Russian gas will be difficult, 
running the European economy without Russian gas for several years could prove 
an even bigger challenge. 

Whatever happens this winter, Europe is likely to enter spring with low gas inven-
tories. European authorities will then face a new challenge: rapidly increasing gas 
inventories before the next winter. Despite new LNG import capacities and gas-sav-
ing measures, reduced flows from Russia put Europe at risk of entering the 2023-24 
winter with insufficient gas stores.  

In our base-case scenario, we expect gas stores in the EU to fall to 17% of capacity in 
April, which usually marks the beginning of the inventory buildup season. From 
then on, additional import capacity should come online in two waves, mainly 
thanks to the delivery of Floating Storage and Regasification Units (FSRU):  

• Wave 1 will provide 28bcm of gas import capacity per year before next summer 
(mainly in Germany, the Netherlands, Finland and Italy).  

• Wave 2 will provide 19bcm per year from next October onwards (4bcm in France 
and 15bcm in Germany). 

By the end of 2023, Europe’s LNG import capacity is expected to reach 180bcm per 
year, thus matching Russian gas imports before the invasion of Ukraine. But 
despite the huge effort involved, the additional import capacity is unlikely to come 
online in time to rebuild sufficient gas inventories before winter. In our base-case 
scenario, we expect EU gas stores to reach 40% of capacity by next September. 

EU gas stores in our three scenarios 

 
Source: PWM CIO & MR, Eurostat, Refinitiv as at 28 September 2022 
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Besides, ensuring sufficient regasification capacities is only one side of the coin. For 
the market to balance, there also needs to be sufficient supply. Proven global gas 
reserves, which are estimated to be around 188 trillion cubic meters are, in theory, 
sufficient. However, capacity to liquefy gas is limited. A typical LNG project takes a 
minimum of five years to be completed, and the next major leg of additional supply 
capacity is only expected in 2025-26. This means the abrupt interruption of Rus-
sian gas exports to Europe is likely to have a major impact on the global gas supply-
demand balance until at least 2025. The obvious consequence is high gas prices for 
some time. 

So far, Europe has been able to secure more LNG imports by outbidding for LNG 
that would otherwise have gone elsewhere, notably to South-East Asia. China’s 
subdued economic activity due to its zero-covid policy and property sector crisis 
has certainly helped in this regard. One should, however, expect an increase in de-
mand for fossil fuels (mainly gas, but also oil and coal) when the Chinese economy 
reopens fully. All these factors combined suggest there could be a long-term in-
crease in the cost of energy. 
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ing from the use of or reliance 
on this document presented 
for information purposes only. 
BPCAL/Pictet HK Branch re-
serves the right to act upon or 
use any of the information in 
this document at any time, in-
cluding before its publication 
herein.  
BPCAL/Pictet HK Branch and 
its affiliates (or employees 
thereof) may or may not have 
long or short positions in, and 
buy or sell, or otherwise have 
interest in, any of the Invest-
ments mentioned herein, and 
may or may not have relation-
ships with the issuers of or 
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entities connected with In-
vestments mentioned in this 
document. BPCAL/Pictet HK 
Branch and their affiliates (or 
employees thereof) may act 
inconsistently with the infor-
mation and/or opinions pre-
sented in this document. 
The information used to pre-
pare this document and/or 
any part of such information, 
may have been provided or 
circulated to employees 
and/or one or more clients of 
BPCAL/Pictet HK Branch be-
fore this document was re-
ceived by you and such infor-
mation may have been acted 
upon by such recipients or by 
BPCAL/Pictet HK Branch. 
This document is provided 
solely for the information of 
the intended recipient only 
and should not be repro-
duced, published, circulated 
or disclosed in whole or in 
part to any other person with-
out the prior written consent 
of BPCAL/Pictet HK Branch.   
Singapore 
This document is not directed 
to, or intended for distribu-
tion, publication to or use by, 
persons who are not accred-
ited investors, expert inves-
tors or institutional investors 
as defined in section 4A of the 
Securities and Futures Act 
(Cap. 289 of Singapore) 
(“SFA”) or any person or entity 
who is a citizen or resident of 
or located in any locality, 
state, country or other juris-
diction where such distribu-
tion, publication, availability 
or use would be contrary to 
law or regulation or would 
subject BPCAL and any of its 
affiliates or related corpora-
tions to any prospectus or 
registration requirements. 
BPCAL is a wholesale bank 
regulated by the Monetary Au-
thority of Singapore (“MAS”) 
under the Banking Act Cap. 50 
of Singapore, an exempt fi-
nancial adviser under the Fi-
nancial Advisers Act Cap. 110 
of Singapore (“FAA”) and an 
exempt capital markets li-
cence holder under the SFA. 
Please contact BPCAL in Sin-
gapore in respect of any mat-
ters arising from, or in con-
nection with this document.  
Hong Kong  
This document is not directed 
to, or intended for 

distribution, publication to or 
use by, persons who are not 
“professional investors” 
within the meaning of the Se-
curities and Futures Ordi-
nance (Chapter 571 of the 
Laws of Hong Kong) and any 
rules made thereunder (the 
“SFO”) or any person or entity 
who is a citizen or resident of 
or located in any locality, 
state, country or other juris-
diction where such distribu-
tion, publication, availability 
or use would be contrary to 
law or regulation or would 
subject Pictet HK Branch and 
any of its affiliates or related 
corporations to any prospec-
tus or registration require-
ments. If you do not want Pic-
tet HK Branch to use your per-
sonal information for market-
ing purposes, you can request 
Pictet HK Branch to stop do-
ing so without incurring any 
charge to you. In distributing 
investment products as 
agents for third party service 
providers, Pictet HK Branch is 
an agent of the third party ser-
vice provider and the product 
is a product of the third party 
service provider but not Pictet 
HK Branch. In respect of an el-
igible dispute (as defined in 
the Terms of Reference for the 
Financial Dispute Resolution 
Centre in relation to the Fi-
nancial Dispute Resolution 
Scheme) arising between Pic-
tet HK Branch and you out of 
the selling process or pro-
cessing of the related transac-
tion, Pictet HK Branch is re-
quired to enter into a Finan-
cial Dispute Resolution 
Scheme process with you; 
however any dispute over the 
contractual terms of the prod-
uct should be resolved be-
tween directly the third party 
service provider and you. 
Banque Pictet & Cie SA is a 
limited liability company in-
corporated in Switzerland. It 
is an authorized institution 
within the meaning of the 
Banking Ordinance and a reg-
istered institution (CE No.: 
BMG891) under the SFO car-
rying on Type 1 (dealing in se-
curities), Type 4 (advising on 
securities) and Type 9 (asset 
management) regulated activ-
ities. The registered address 
of Pictet HK Branch is 9/F., 
Chater House, 8 Connaught 
Road Central, Hong Kong. 
Warning: The contents of this 
document have not been 

reviewed by any regulatory 
authority in Hong Kong.  You 
are advised to exercise cau-
tion in relation to the offer.  If 
you are in any doubt about 
any of the contents of this 
document, you should obtain 
independent professional ad-
vice. Please contact Pictet HK 
Branch in Hong Kong in re-
spect of any matters arising 
from, or in connection with 
this document.  
Distributor: Pictet Bank & 
Trust Limited, where regis-
tered office is located at 
Building 1, Bayside Executive 
Park, West Bay Street & Blake 
Road, Nassau, New Provi-
dence, The Bahamas. 
The document is not directed 
to, or intended for distribu-
tion or publication to or use 
by persons who are not Ac-
credited Investors (as defined 
in the Securities Industry Reg-
ulations, 2012) and subject to 
the conditions set forth in the 
Securities Industry Regula-
tions, 2012 or to any person 
or entity who is a citizen or 
resident of or located in any 
locality, state, country or 
other jurisdiction where such 
distribution, publication, 
availability or use would be 
contrary to law or regulation 
or would subject Pictet Bank 
& Trust Limited to any pro-
spectus or registration re-
quirements. Pictet Bank & 
Trust Limited is incorporated 
in The Bahamas with limited 
liability. It is a bank and trust 
company that is licensed in 
accordance with the Banks 
and Trust Companies’ Regula-
tion Act and is regulated by 
the Central Bank of The Baha-
mas.  Additionally, Pictet Bank 
& Trust Limited is registered 
with the Securities Commis-
sion of The Bahamas as a Bro-
ker Dealer II and is approved 
to (i) Deal in Securities 1.(a) & 
(c ); (ii) Arrange Deals in secu-
rities; (iii) Manage Securities; 
(iv) Advise on Securities.  
Warning: The content of this 
document has not been re-
viewed by any regulatory au-
thority in The Bahamas.   You 
are, therefore, advised to ex-
ercise caution when pro-
cessing the information con-
tained herein. If you are in any 
doubt about any of the con-
tent of this document, you 
should obtain independent 
professional advice. 


